RELIGION IN POLITICS

The followers of Adolf Hitler have decided that the Lutheran Church should be made a state church, as well. At a recent meeting of the "German Christians" it was voted that the church be brought into harmony with the government. It is probable that this is the end of the Church that Christ Himself is an opponent of Marxism.

THE TECH

MANCHURIA IS ECONOMICALLY AND STRATEGICALLY VITAL TO THE CHINESE

JAPAN HAS SHOWN STEADY CHECKING

Chinese Believe No Nation (A Achievement Domination By Power Of Army)

Mr. Sol, another letter to Mr. Brown of the News and Editorial-Room, says he is going to graduate from Union High College and wishes to quote his friend Mr. Brown on the news and editorial comment. Mr. Sol has also sent a letter to Mr. Brown on the subject of the news and editorial story. Mr. Sol says he is planning to write a letter to Mr. Brown on the subject of the news and editorial comment.
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